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Behind the Push for Same-Sex Marriage

It appears that, depending on the polling method used, a slim majority of Australians support same-sex marriage but the issue isn’t a priority at the moment. It’s necessary to qualify this, as the issue has never been properly defined, in a transparent way, and the population’s understanding of the issue has never been adequately measured. Like many lobby groups promoting social change, those who advocate same-sex marriage aren’t doing much defining or measuring. There are strategic reasons for this; one is that they know the issue isn’t about anti-discrimination; it’s about symbolic gesture. A comparable analogy is whether or not Australia should become a republic, an issue framed by its advocates in a misleading way, because once the facts are widely known the significance of a republic diminishes in the public mind and it becomes harder to advocate for one.

Same-sex marriage isn’t even a priority among gay and lesbian Australians, many of whom understand the advantages of keeping their relationships unofficial and the disadvantages of making their relationships official. To give one example, a few years ago, the Rudd government announced that Australia’s social security administration, Centrelink, would begin registering same-sex partners on an opt-on basis. It sounded good at the time but a few same-sex partners realised their social security benefits—calculated as two single individuals—would be reduced if they registered. Thereafter they would be treated like a heterosexual couple and receive a lower combined benefit. Welcome to the real world.

Those who advocate same-sex marriage should be honest about what they’re advocating, as there’s a lack of transparency around this issue. While some advocates may simply be uninformed, others are spinning their agendas, and no one appears to be representing those gays and lesbians who don’t want the issue forced upon them. Whenever someone tells me same-sex partners should be allowed to get married, and implies this is a matter of social justice—ofremedying some grave historical inequality—I ask them what difference getting married would make to their legal status as a de facto partnership, a status conferred upon them simply through cohabitation. The real question is: Are de facto partnerships different for homosexuals and heterosexuals? The answer is: It would appear both kinds of de facto partnership are comparable under common law. Another important point is usually overlooked here. The rate of breakdown of same-sex partnership is already comparable to heterosexual divorce; a significant proportion of them being ugly and messy. That’s why same-sex partners are encouraged to have a cohabitation agreement similar to a pre-nuptial agreement.

Any discussion about same-sex marriage should be framed around the gains gay and lesbian Australians have made in recent decades. It would be dishonest not to. We can’t pretend we’re still living in the pre-Whitlam era or that social attitudes haven’t changed along with the law. Gays and lesbians enjoy a high level of acceptance. They’re a sophisticated lobby. Some argue they’ve become a privileged minority. Apart from registering as partners with Centrelink (provided it suits them), they can obtain loans and mortgages together, split incomes for taxation purposes, make their wills in favour of each other, and nominate each other as superannuation beneficiaries. They have a broad range of family visa options and can bring relatives and same-sex partners into Australia permanently. Female couples can obtain assisted fertility. Male couples can obtain surrogate wombs. That’s only the beginning.

There was no exact moment when the bubble of rights became a menu of choices instead of a social contract; however, the menu evolved after the gay liberation movement demanded that homosexuality no longer be classified as a disorder and same-sex attraction became widely regarded as a variation within the range of normality. That demand was necessary and,
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overall, its consequences have been positive; however, as psychiatrists and psychologists had to drum up business elsewhere, they invented gender identity disorder, the treatment for which is keeping them busy, along with surgeons, endocrinologists and now neuroscientists (apparently different parts of the brain light up when one sex imagines itself as the opposite sex). The diagnosis of this disorder is sophisticated and no one is allowed to question it; except the occasional patient who realises their irreversible re-assignment isn’t what they really wanted and tries to sue those who gave them one.

Spare a thought for society’s all-purpose scapegoat, the church, which is struggling to comprehend this menu of choices in relation to its covenant of obligations. But perhaps Christians struggle no more than anyone else, including those gays and lesbians who are scratching their heads and wondering how to make sense of all this bewildering change. When Jesus expanded upon the Shema Yisrael, he said the two most important commandments—each of which is a proxy for the other—are to love God above all else and to love your neighbour as yourself. Admittedly, and perhaps no more than the rest of society, Christians are only just getting the hang of loving their gay and lesbian neighbours, as singles and as de facto partners, in the same way they love God. Now they are confronted with not only gays and lesbians but newer neighbours from the menu of choices. To get a sense of how challenging this is, do the following exercise. Step 1: List all the choices on the menu. Step 2: Calculate as many combinations of choices as you can. Step 3: Add marriage to your calculations.

This reminds me of a story which I hope is an urban myth. Several years ago a neighbour was flattered when a lesbian couple asked him for his sperm so they could have a child. Don’t rush into it, I advised him, think about the consequences. There are no consequences, he said, they only want my sperm, they’ve assured me of that. There are always consequences, I said. Their assurances are worthless, I pointed out. The law around such circumstances is changing and will keep on changing. The child will be biologically yours. Any number of scenarios could unfold; their relationship could break down and you’ll be up for maintenance; their relationship could remain stable and you’ll still be up for maintenance; your child may need and want you; you may need and want your child. He took my advice, kept his sperm, and the lesbian couple split up soon after. Other men haven’t been so careful. The media loves to share their hapless and occasionally poignant stories with a world entranced by the menu of choices.

Please don’t misunderstand me. I’m not against de facto same-sex partnerships or equal opportunity for gays and lesbians. I simply believe the issue of same-sex marriage isn’t about anti-discrimination; it’s about symbolic gesture. I simply want to know why a minority of gays and lesbians want more rights than Julia Gillard and Tim Mathieson have as de facto heterosexual partners. Isn’t that enough for them?

As Paul Kelly pointed out so cogently in the Australian on November 30, the argument that same-sex marriage is needed to remove discrimination in marriage conceals rather than reveals what’s really happening. In a civilised polity like Australia’s, there’s no place for discrimination based on age, race, gender, or sexual preference. However, changing the Marriage Act isn’t about removing discrimination, it’s about changing the concept of marriage. It’s about erecting a libertarian construct of marriage which—once opposite-sex exclusivity is terminated—opens the way for a variety of post-modern and cross-cultural constructs where marriage can encompass a range of people and sex options: polygamous, polyamorous and polymorphously perverse. It’s about changing the concept of parenthood, which undermines the legal recognition of motherhood and fatherhood. This affects the entire community, not just gays and lesbians. Let’s not pretend this isn’t a slippery slope.
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admitted that if the public purse can be rorted, homosexuals are no less likely to rort it than heterosexuals.

Here’s another story which is definitely not an urban myth. Several years ago a neighbour was flattered when a lesbian couple asked him for his sperm so they could have a child. Don’t rush into it, I advised him, think about the consequences. There are no consequences, he said, they only want my sperm, they’ve assured me of that. There are always consequences, I said. Their assurances are worthless, I pointed out. The law around such circumstances is changing and will keep on changing. The child will be biologically yours. Any number of scenarios could unfold; their relationship could break down and you’ll be up for maintenance; their relationship could remain stable and you’ll still be up for maintenance; your child may need and want you; you may need and want your child. He took my advice, kept his sperm, and the lesbian couple split up soon after. Other men haven’t been so careful. The media loves to share their hapless and occasionally poignant stories with a world entranced by the menu of choices.

Please don’t misunderstand me. I’m not against de facto same-sex partnerships or equal opportunity for gays and lesbians. I simply believe the issue of same-sex marriage isn’t about anti-discrimination; it’s about symbolic gesture. I simply want to know why a minority of gays and lesbians want more rights than Julia Gillard and Tim Mathieson have as de facto heterosexual partners. Isn’t that enough for them?

As Paul Kelly pointed out so cogently in the Australian on November 30, the argument that same-sex marriage is needed to remove discrimination in marriage conceals rather than reveals what’s really happening. In a civilised polity like Australia’s, there’s no place for discrimination based on age, race, gender, or sexual preference. However, changing the Marriage Act isn’t about removing discrimination, it’s about changing the concept of marriage. It’s about erecting a libertarian construct of marriage which—once opposite-sex exclusivity is terminated—opens the way for a variety of post-modern and cross-cultural constructs where marriage can encompass a range of people and sex options: polygamous, polyamorous and polymorphously perverse. It’s about changing the concept of parenthood, which undermines the legal recognition of motherhood and fatherhood. This affects the entire community, not just gays and lesbians. Let’s not pretend this isn’t a slippery slope.
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should be upheld for its traditional meaning, as an important social institution which contributes to a stable society. Many Australians believe that allowing same-sex marriage won’t alter this status quo. That’s a naive view. Altering the Marriage Act won’t give gays and lesbians rights they don’t already have, but it will de-emphasise traditional marriage, which is what advocates of same-sex marriage intend. Like a charter of statutory rights, it will also undermine religious freedom: once the state changes the meaning of marriage, the church will become the focus of attack for denying same-sex marriage ceremonies in the name of religious faith.

This plays into the hands of those who, in Kelly’s words, demand that “religion be driven from the public square into a strictly private realm, an idea that constitutes a betrayal of the secular state whereby the state was to guarantee religious liberty”.

Let’s be honest about what’s really happening, what’s really at stake.

Dr Michael Giffin is a priest in the Anglican diocese of Sydney. He wrote on palliative care in the October issue.

A Strange Thing

It was into autumn
in God’s year 1588
and I swear I never saw stranger.

We cut south from Germany
down the North Sea,
gathering sky, following wind

aiming for trade in England
while fewer ships are out
as the winter comes on.

Shouts from the lookout
but not a sail anywhere.
“In the water!” he yells down,

and soon from the rail we can spy
the sea black with dots,
big things, moving things.

This is an uneasy omen
and we fall quiet and stare
trying to make out the shapes

and the wind takes us on,
nearer and nearer, till
the captain calls on Jesus!

Horses! Horses and mules,
countless numbers
swimming, swimming

in the empty sea
with nowhere to swim,
poor desperate wide-eyed beasts.

So a wave of laughter
relief we’re not cursed this time
runs through the ship.

One horse trails a light caparison;
Markus says, Look, it’s Spanish.
We recall the tales of armadas

and all the cruel games
between Philip of Castille
and Elizabeth of England,

but now it’s a gale behind us
and starting to howl,
no question of stopping.

They disappear in the spray.
The rest of the voyage
is merchanting, of course.

But sometimes when I shut my eyes
their terror comes to me again,
those horses in the empty ocean.

Duncan McIntyre